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$3.8m to support more bushfire economic
recovery projects across regions in Victoria
BUSHFIRE-affected
communities in Victoria can
now apply for a share of
$3.8 million to support local
community projects under the
jointly funded Local Economic
Recovery program.
Minister for Emergency
Management and National
Recovery and Resilience,
Senator Bridget McKenzie
said the federal and state
joint funding would invest in
projects that supported local
economic recovery and build a
sense of community pride and
connectedness.
“We know that recovery
takes time,” she said. “This
third and final round of funding
in Victoria under the LER
program is intended to fund
those smaller-scale, local-level
projects that can make a big
impact in communities. “
The funding is focused on
supporting local solutions
to local needs and building
community pride. Projects
approved in earlier LER

WE KNOW
RECOVERY
TAKES TIME

particularly encourage
proposals involving small local
projects that can really boost
tourism and business while
also supporting the sense of
community connectedness
and pride that is so important
to recovery.”
Proposed projects must
be in one of the eligible
project location areas in East
Gippsland or North East.
This includes the shires of
Jaclyn Symes… encouraging small
Bridget McKenzie…funding focused
local projects.
on supporting local solutions.
East Gippsland, Wellington,
Towong, Alpine,
rounds have
Indigo, Mansfield
delivered upgrades
and the Rural City
to facilities and
of Wangaratta,
Wodonga City,
enhancements
Falls Creek Alpine
to community
Resort, Mount
spaces to increase
Hotham Alpine
economic and
Resort, Mount
social benefits,
Buller and Mount
improve
Stirling Alpine
community
The funding is focused on supporting local solutions to local
Resort.
needs and building community pride.
wellbeing and
Applications are
increase longeropen
and close on
“This program has been
term resilience for
April
11.
integral to many recovery
future emergency events.
To register interest visit
projects across bushfireVictorian Minister for
www.brv.vic.gov.au
affected communities – from
Emergency Services Jaclyn
rebuilding community facilities
The Local Economic
Symes said charities, local
to helping locals find jobs
Recovery program in Victoria
and stimulating regional
governments, businesses
of $68.5 million is jointly
economies.”
and other organisations could
funded by the Australian and
apply.
Ms Symes added: “We
Victorian governments.

MicroPro

®

THE CHOICE IS YOURS.
Following the awarding of a Global GreenRate Level A certification,
MicroPro Wood Treatment Technology has recently been awarded a
GoldHEALTH rating with its recently published Global GreenTag Level A
Product Health Declaration™ (PhD™).
The GreenTag PhD is the first health transparency tool in the world
to assess human health concerns directly, rating the health impacts
of a final product – and not just the hazards
of a product’s ingredients.
For more information call us now

on 1800 088 809.
MicroPro® is a registered trademark of Koppers Inc. or its subsidiaries. MicroPro® timber products are produced by
independently owned and operated wood preserving facilities. © 2019 Koppers Performance Chemicals Australia
Pty Ltd. Global GreenRate, GoldHEALTH, Global GreenTag and GreenTag PhD are regsitered trademarks operated
under licence by Global GreenTag Pty Ltd.
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FWPA MONTHLY UPDATE

FWPA and thinkstep-anz reports on carbon
economy to push take-up of timber products
GREENHOUSE gas emissions,
commonly referred to as
carbon emissions, are
becoming an increasing
consideration in forestry and
plantation management, wood
processing and construction.
While the statement
“wood stores carbon” is
accurate, other elements
of the relationship between
forestry and carbon are more
complicated, meaning a
deeper understanding by and
clearer communications with
the market and policy makers
are needed.
To address this need,
business sustainability
consultant thinkstep-anz,
in close collaboration with
FWPA, will publish a series of
three reports on the carbon
economy as it relates to the
forest and wood products
industry. Together these
reports will establish a shared
understanding of carbon
concepts, identify what work
still needs to be done and can
be used to further advocate
for the use of wood products
in industry and policy settings.
The first report will be
a primer and glossary for
FWPA members. It will detail
the carbon cycle of forestry

greenhouse gas emissions.
“Ultimately, the purpose
of the primer and glossary is
to create awareness among
FWPA members around
the relationship between
carbon and forestry and wood
products,” says Nicole Sullivan,
head of strategy and Impact at
sustainabilitythinkstep-anz.

Nicole Sullivan… great resources
for the forest and wood products
industry, particularly when
communicating to the building
market.

Fabiano Ximenes… forestry and
carbon management expert who
has partnered with the project
leaders.

and wood products, and
how carbon interacts with
the whole process from
plantations to operations to
end products. The primer will
also discuss how to determine
the carbon footprint of the
forestry industry, as well as
carbon accounting in building
assessment.

FWPA members with the
information required to
help enhance the market’s
understanding of the benefits
of timber and advocate for
better standards to measure

The glossary details key
carbon terms – for instance,
embodied carbon, which
refers to how greenhouse gas
emissions are produced in
the processes of extracting,
manufacturing, transporting
and maintaining a product –
and how these terms are used
in the market.

“The resource will be an
accessible entry point for
members looking to develop
a clear understanding of this
complex and rapidly evolving
topic,” Nicole said.
The second report acts
as a resource for building
and design professionals. It
explores embodied carbon in
buildings and wood products,
Cont P 4

The united voice
for Australia's
forest industries

The report aims to equip

Relationship between forestry and carbon calls for a deeper understanding
by and clearer communications with the market and policy makers.

(02) 6285 3833
enquiries@ausfpa.com.au
www.ausfpa.com.au
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FWPA MONTHLY UPDATE

carbon balance.

From P 3

This report also includes a
series of recommendations
targeted at policy makers
that could be used to inform
decisions.

including how wood can be
incorporated for best practice
design.
This report will also
touch upon building
industry specifics such as
lifecycle assessments and
environmental product
declarations (EPDs) and
understanding certifications
for green buildings and
infrastructure, including
case studies. There will also
be a particular focus on the
benefits of timber for the
construction industry.
Overall, this resource looks
at how to use forest and
wood products in the built
environment and would ideally

ADVOCACY
TOOL TO HELP
CREATE
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR INDSUTRY

Report will detail the carbon cycle of forestry and wood products, and
how carbon interacts with the whole process from plantations to
operations to end products.

be used in support of market
development.
The third report addresses
the future of carbon in
Australia. It will take a
holistic look at plantation
management and use of wood
products, and how this can
contribute to Australia’s carbon
balance.

This report will discuss
wood and the bio-economy,
as well as carbon in native
forests and plantations. It
touches on a broad range of
topics including production
of wood products, emissions
and residues, how to model
carbon in wood products, and
the net effect on Australia’s

The third report will be a
follow up to the ‘Forests,
Wood and Australia’s Carbon
Balance’ report published in
2006 by Fabiano Ximenes,
who as a research scientist
at the NSW Department of
Primary Industries and is
one of the leading experts
on forestry and carbon
management in Australia.
Mr Ximenes has partnered
with the project leaders to
support the development of
these new documents.
“These are great resources
for the forest and wood
products industry, particularly
when communicating to the
building market about where
so many wood products go,
but also as an advocacy tool to
help create opportunities for
industry,” said Nicole Sullivan.

Hard to contain costs as
shipping charges rocket
TA B M A T R A I N I N G
Customised training solutions
Flexible training delivery
Highly skilled trainers
NEW: Online WH&S eLearning

MEMBER ONLY OFFER: SAVE $450
1 FREE TRAINING MODULE

Call us and upskill your team today!!
Call 1300 693 483
tabmatraining.edu.au
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GLOBAL container
costs continue to
rise and this has
become critical
for furniture
exporters pushing
many SMEs into
bankruptcy.
Are you shipping me?
The Indonesian
Furniture and Crafts
Japan +350%, and Australia
Industry Association says the
+500%.
cost of container shipments
There are difficulties
has risen 900% with the
regarding the availability of
current cost for shipping a
containers, especially to
40 ft. container to the US is
America and at these costs
$US19,100 whereas in 2020
it is not profitable to ship the
it was $US2000. The cost for
products.
shipping a 20 ft. container
is $US15,100, up 907%
It has been estimated by the
from 2020 which was just
HIMKI that around 25% of the
$US1500.
2500 businesses registered
as HIMKI members have gone
Container shipping cost
bankrupt as a result of high
also increased for EU market
+900%; Middle East +400%;
shipping costs.

FORESTRY AUSTRALIA

Matt de Jongh … back to where he belongs as he
joins Responsible Wood as sustainability manager
JIM BOWDEN
NEWLY-appointed
sustainability manager at
Responsible Wood Matt
de Jongh is excited about
returning to the ‘grass roots
of forestry’ he knows so
well.
Responsible Wood CEO
Simon Dorries said Mr
de Jongh was well suited
to the position … with a
strong background in forest
management, a practicing
forester and a wide
knowledge of the workings
of government.”
Mr de Jongh holds a BS
Forestry from ANU and
a graduate certificate in
business administration
from the University of New
England.
“We see this as an
exciting role aimed at
promoting certified
sustainably-managed
forests in Australia and New

A PASSION FOR
THE ENVIRONMENT
AND SUSTAINABLE
FORESTS

Zealand under the
PEFC-endorsed
Responsible
Wood program,”
Mr Dorries said.

communities.
“This has often
involved building
and maintaining
strong
relationships with
a diverse range of
stakeholders,” he
said.

“Matt will be
based in Canberra
working both
sides of the
Tasman. One of
the key aspects
of his position
will be the roll
out of the 2021
version of the
Sustainable Forest
Management
Standard.”

With more
than 16 million
ha of Australian
forests certified,
the Responsible
Wood scheme
covers 90%
of commercial
Matt de Jongh (centre) discusses his sustainability
forests. In
management role at Responible Wood in Brisbane with
Prior to joining
Simon Dorries, CEO, and Jason Ross, marketing and
addition, PEFC
the Responsible
communications officer.
certification
Wood team,
covers more than
promoting sustainable forest
Mr de Jongh
320
million
ha of global
management and the many
was policy manager at the
forests
and
is the largest
associated environmental,
Australian Forest Products
forest certification system in
social and economic
Association, senior adviser
the world.
benefits,
”
Mr
de
Jongh
said.
at the Natural Resources
Commission and worked for
a time in forest policy at the
Department of Agriculture,
Water and the Environment.
“Since early schooling,
I developed a passion
for the environment and

He has worked in both
operational and policy
roles particularly in regional
and rural communities,
developing a good working
knowledge of how policy
decisions can impact

More than 20,000
companies have obtained
PEFC chain-of-custody
certification, demonstrating
a commitment to
responsible sourcing of
certified products.

Beautiful. Natural.
Sustainable.
responsiblewood.org.au
Responsible Wood would like to announce
the release of the new AS/NZS 4708
Sustainable Forest Management Standard.
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OPINION

Aussie logs for Aussie jobs: What’s happened
to the recommendations made 12 months ago?
PATIENCE is a virtue …
but the industry continues
to wonder when the
recommendations from the
bipartisan Parliamentary
committee on the ‘Aussie
logs for Aussie jobs’ report
will be adopted by the federal
government.
After two and half years of
hard work and lobbying with
the cooperation of Tony Pasin,
MP Barker, a major goal was
achieved with the tabling of
the report in March last year,
which formed an inquiry
into timber supply chain
constraints in the Australian
plantation sector.
It is also just short of a year
when the recommendations
were made by the bipartisan
parliamentary committee to
Senator Duniam, the federal

wherever possible.
“Processors have stressed
that they are willing to pay a
fair price, if only they could
determine one,” Mr Wilson
said.

Jonno Duniam

Rick Wilson

minister responsible for
forestry.
One industry analyst
commented this week:
“With a federal election only
months away, it would be an
appropriate time to remind
some of the honourable
federal politicians that when
they make promises they
follow through on them.”
He added: “While we
continue to waste valuable

NO ONE KNOWS

air fl W
LIKE SMITHCO
We’ve been a leading force in air flow design for
almost 3 decades, with 4-, 6-, 8-, and 12-bladed
propellers, designed and manufactured exclusively
for the lumber industry. Now, they are even more
capable with higher- temperature capacity for certain
applications. We combine this technology with
unsurpassed customer service, design consultation
and technical expertise, so whatever your air flow
need, you can trust SmithCo to deliver.

Phone 503-295-6590 • 800-764-8456 U.S.
smithcomfg.com sales@smithcomfg.com
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Tony Pasin

parliamentary time discussing
the rights or otherwise of
noisy minorities, resources
valuable to the Australian
domestic timber industry
continue to be exported – and
in most cases not subject to
Australian taxation laws.”
In a foreword to the
report, committee chair Rick
Wilson, MP O'Connor, who
is also chair of the Standing
Committee on Agriculture
and Water Resources, said
the issues surrounding a
perceived lack of transparency
in respect to softwood pricing
illustrated the challenges
for industry which could be
remedied by appropriate
action.
The committee
acknowledges that reversing
the decline in the plantation
estate has been a goal of
government for many years,
both at the federal and state
and territory level. It must be
noted, however, that to date
these policies have had limited
success.
“Though the committee
welcomes the Australian
government’s plan to grow
a billion new trees within a
decade, it has not yet resulted
in a tangible expansion of the
plantation estate,” Mr Wilson
said in his introduction.
He said the committee
was pleased to hear from
producers that they aimed to
prioritise domestic processing

“They made clear they do
not want to be subsidised by
local producers. However, one
key difficulty facing processors
is their apparent inability to
accurately ascertain export
prices for the timber they are
seeking to purchase.”
Inquiry participants
suggested that a solution
to the problem lies in the
development of a voluntary
code of conduct for the
timber industry to facilitate
long-term timber supply
contracts between producers
and processors for the
mutual benefit of both. It
is anticipated that such an
arrangement would better
support the growth of an
efficient domestic processing
sector, while reducing the
risks to plantation owners
inherent in relying on export
markets.

PROCESSORS
WILLING TO
PAY A FAIR
PRICE
The committee believes it
is not the role of government
to be involved in contract
negotiations unless there
is clear evidence of market
failure. It maintains that such
a code should be generated
by the industry itself but
that stakeholders should be
supported by the Australian
government.
The code could operate
for two years before being
Cont P 7

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2022

FEBRUARY
23: ATIF Board Meeting –
Melbourne, VIC.
Contact John Halkett at john.
halkett@bigpond.com

MARCH
7: Australian Farm Institute
Conference – Strangers
Room, NSW Parliament,
Sydney. Where to next for
ag advocacy? The event
will be held both in person
and online. Inquiries to 0427
458 034 or email info@
farminstitute.org.au
29-30: International
Conference on Forest
Resources Accounting
and Economics – Australia
World Academy of Science,
Engineering and Technology,
Sydney, NSW. For further
information see; https://
waset.org/forest-resourcesaccounting-and-economicsconference-in-january-2022-insydney

APRIL
3-8: Gottstein Trust
From P 6

reviewed by the Australian
Competition and Consumer
Commission to assess its
effectiveness.
“Sensible solutions such
as this should go a long way
to overcoming the complex
challenges which have
hindered the domestic timber
industry for so long,” Mr
Wilson said.
Australia is a net timber

Understanding Wood
Science Course – Sunday
evening, April 3, 2022, in
Albury, NSW, for the field
trip component, ending on
Friday, April 8, in Canberra.
The course is fully booked
and a wait list is operating on
a first-in-first-served basis.
Delivered in partnership with
the ANU, the course timing
prior to next Easter matches
up with the semester break.
The course program can
be downloaded at www.
gottsteintrust.org
20-21: Centre for Future
Timber Structures 2022
Australian Timber Design
Workshops in Launceston,
Tasmania and Brisbane,
QLD. Created for building
design professionals
interested in timber
construction to develop skills,
confidence and networks
in a unique, hands-on
environment. Registration
and cost: Early bird discount
(ends February 28): $900.
Standard: $1100 (single day
$650, student price: $250). For

importer, importing
timber valued at
nearly $6 billion and
exporting timber
valued at nearly $4
billion. While no
inquiry participants
suggested Australia
dispense with export
markets, the size of
the figures involved
gives a sense of
the growth opportunities
available to the processing

further information Professor
Keith Crews email: k.crews@
uq.edu.au Event re-scheduled
from early February.

MAY
10-12: Environmental
Forestry – Rotorua, New
Zealand. Forest Industry
Engineering Association.
Improving environmental
performance across the
forest industry. For further
information see: www.
environmentalforestry.events
18-19: DesignBUILD –
Melbourne Convention
& Exhibition Centre,
Melbourne, VIC. Event
will bring together
Australia’s architecture,
building, construction and
design communities. For
further information see:
designbuildexpo.com.au
23-24: International Forest
Business Conference –
Sheraton Sopot Hotel,
Poland. A two-day conference
on megatrends that shape
responsible forest and

sector if they could access the
supply they need to support
investment and drive growth.

wood industry investments
for climate action. The
conference aims to bring
together leading forest
management organizations
(TIMOs), investors interested
in forest assets and carbon
offsets and sustainable wood
industry representatives in
order to exchange and share
experiences and ideas about
challenges and opportunities
for forest sector as a natural
climate solution. Register
at www.fba-events.com
or contact karolina@forestanalytics.com

JUNE
21-22: Frame Australia
Timber Offsite Construction
– Crown Promenade
Melbourne, VIC. New global
‘hybrid’ format. Choose from
a selection of half-day and
full-day programs. Virtual
delegates can register for
just one or more conference
sessions. For further
information and registration
visit the website www.
timberoffsiteconstruction.com

“From the
evidence gathered
by the committee
over the course of
the inquiry, there is
no doubt that the
Australian timber
industry can grow
once again, and
indeed thrive,” Mr
Wilson said.
The report is in the public
domain.

Ph: +64 9 416 8294
Fax: +64 9 416 8296
Email: sales@holtec.org
Web: www.holtec.org
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NEW ZEALAND FOREST FOCUS

New Zealand east coast forestry committed
to strengthening industry resilience in region
New technology adding value to raw material, revolutionising building practices
IN this second part
of our interview
with Philip Hope,
chief executive of
the Eastland Wood
Council (EWC), he
talks further about
the issues facing
the New Zealand
forest industry on
the East Coast
(Tairawhiti).

industry, which
is transitioning
from fossil fuels
to wood chip,
because customers
don’t want to buy
products that have
coal involved in
the production
process.”

Mr Hope says
the EWC is
committed to
improving the
resilience of forestry in the
region.

1/ Recently installed mobile
harbour cranes at Eastland Port.
2 Philip Hope… the council
supports parties with ideas for
alternative uses of wood in the
region.

“Our members engage
with and support parties that
come forward with ideas for
alternative uses of wood in
Tairawhiti,” he said.
“What we know is that at
least 40% of logs harvested in
New Zealand are used to meet
domestic supply. But less than
10% of wood harvested in
Tairawhiti is processed locally
for domestic use.
Why so little? It’s because
there simply isn’t the demand
– even when we include
the timber mills located in
Gisborne, Wairoa and Ruatoria.
Mr Hope says history shows
us that a number of primary
industry processors have left
the region – a reflection of
Tairawhiti’s relatively remote
location, issues of scale, and
an imbalance between local
and international demand.

VOLUMES NOT
HUGE BUT
THERE IS A
GROWTH PLAN
8

ACROSS THE DITCH

2

But he is encouraged
by the opening last year in
Gisborne of Wood Engineering
Technology’s world-first plant,
which produces laminated
engineered wood planks
that are 40% stronger than
equivalent standard structural
timber.
The new plant is the result
of collaboration between
regional leadership [Trust
Tairawhiti], private enterprise
and government. “
It’s a good example of how
industry in our region can
add value to the raw material
and revolutionise building
practices,” Mr Hope said.
“While the volumes are
not huge, there is a welldocumented growth plan.”
Mr Hope adds that the
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With MICHAEL SMITH

forest industry has, for some
time, been investigating
new initiatives that support
biodiversity goals – for
example, fast pyrolysis,
gasification, wood pellet
manufacture and wood
chipping.
“Tairawhiti’s harvest
residues could be used to
run boilers, but we have
no demand for process
heat! By contrast, the bioenergy market in Otago
and Southland is booming.
One example is the dairy

He notes
that the recent
infrastructure
developments at
Eastland Port (new
1
mobile cranes and
the twin-berth project) now
see the region in an improved
position to respond to new
opportunities – one being
coastal shipping.
Mr Hope says EWC
members are focused
primarily on production
forestry that can be
sustainably harvested – but
they acknowledge there are
areas in Tairawhiti that should
be in permanent cover to
combat soil erosion, reduce
sediment loads and improve
water quality.
“However, permanent
carbon farming should not
occur at the expense of
sustainable production forestry
… which is an efficient means
of sequestering carbon,
while also bringing important
economic and social benefits
to our region,” he says.
He adds that the carbononly market provides an
opportunity to accelerate
afforestation under defined
conditions – but this should
not include productive land.
EWC is collaborating with
other regional stakeholders
Cont P 9

Woodworkers compete in
Maker of the Year Awards
THE Maker of the Year
Awards, which opened this
week, encourage talented and
innovative woodworkers from
Australia, New Zealand and
around the world to compete
for a prize pool of $23,000.

HYNE.COM.AU

WOODCRAFT

The awards, again
sponsored by woodworking
tools and machinery specialist
Carbatec, will be showcased
in the Australian Wood Review
magazine in December.
A world category last year
introduced a new perspective
with a fifth of entries from the
UK, USA, Europe and Asia.
Prizes this year include
$10,000 cash and $10,000 in
Carbatec gift vouchers.
Overall Maker of the Year
winner in 2021 was the
Bunyjul Occasional Table
made from jarrah and rock
maple by William Bayliss
who joined Queanbeyanbased Dunstone Design as a
teenager.
Carbatec has been a trusted
From P 8

to finalise a position on
permanent carbon farming.
This extends to land use
change, and is intended to
inform policy settings.
Mr Hope acknowledges that
EWC members and forestry
industry stakeholders have
faced significant challenges
during the past year, which
saw a 4% drop in export
volumes.
But there is cause for
optimism. After a longerthan-usual summer break for
many contractors and crews,
most have recommenced
operations. There has been
a small lift in log prices …
and with the smaller woodlot

William Bayliss with his winning
Bunyjul occasional table in the
2021 Maker of the Year Awards.

brand for woodworking
enthusiasts and professionals
across Australia and
New Zealand since 1987.
Co-sponsors include
WoodSolutions and the
American Hardwood Export
Council.
The award entries close on
September 5 and winners will
be announced in December.
Contact Australian Wood
Review on (02) 9281 2333.
owners restarting harvest
operations, export volumes
are on the increase.
“Right now, the biggest
uncertainty is the impact of
Covid as rates creep up in our
community,” Mr Hope said.
“While the forest industry
is working in accordance
with robust protocols, the
supply chain remains at risk
– primarily from community
transmission, which could
happen at any time.
“Covid has the potential
to see up to 30% of our
workforce unwell and at home
for a period of time. EWC’s
key health message to the
forestry workforce and their
families is to remain vigilant
and adhere to the guidelines.”
TIMBER & FORESTRY E-NEWS | ISSUE 694 | February 17, 2022
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FOREST INDUSTRY ACTIVITY

Successful AFCA field day in Queensland
focused on greater biofuture opportunities
Always looking for ways to increase fibre optimisation when harvesting
IT may seem like a no brainer
to take harvest residue and
turn it into product but like
any successful business it
takes planning, a progressive
market and the right mix of
people to make it happen.
Industry had the
opportunity to meet some
of the key individuals who
have successfully trialled
and started a new wasteto-bioproduct
business during
the Australian
Forest Contractors
Association field
day in Gympie
in Queensland’s
Wide Bay-Burnett
region last week.

Aden Taylor …GMT Forest
Services.

Simon Shackleton … John
Deere Forestry.

David Knight … Altus
Renewables.

opportunity to
see the benefits
of how whole
tree harvest
and roadside
processing allows
for increased
fibre optimisation
and concentrates
harvest residue
for collection,
creating a win-win
for industry across
the entire value
chain.
The new
business started
by GMT has
proved beneficial
for multiple parts
of the value chain.

“We are always
“The logistic
looking for ways
issues
required
to increase fibre
a
customised
optimisation
solution,
when harvesting,”
specialised bin and
says Adan Taylor,
truck equipment
general manager,
had to be built for
GMT Forest
the business,” Mr
Services. “Anyone Inspecting a southern pine clearfall site in Tuan forest… AFCA field day group Paul Walford, Aden
Taylor, Roger Brent, and Sam Simpson.
Taylor explained.
who has been
to a harvest site
“It was all
waste recovery. Mr Last had
establishment and it is an
can see the material that
about safety and creating
under-utilised resource,”
science on his side when the
is left over and with new
efficiencies; we needed bins
explains Mr Last.
HQP research project with
markets starting for biofuels
that could be set down off
USC and forest contractors
“Current options for heavy
and bioproducts we knew
the road and be filled while
proved the multiple benefits
debris areas either pose
there were opportunities to
trucks were hauling loads to
such as increased utilisation,
increased risk and reduce
explore.”
the hubs, so neither the truck
reduced health, safety and
productivity or require
Mr Taylor credits Ian
nor the chipper has to wait.”
environmental risks and
additional resources to clear
Last, science manager at
Development of lowincreased cultivated area.
and/or burn it.
HQPlantations as an integral
impact chip screening hubs
Ian Last’s presentation
“Now we have reduced
champion for evolving
in strategic locations was the
‘Plantation
harvest residue
the time between harvest
harvest practices to support
key for Mr Taylor to improve
recovery – Fraser Coast
and replant because site
supply-chain efficiencies and
case study’ – kicked off the
preparation can commence
optimise haulage costs. The
ESTABLISHING
field day over coffee and
immediately after residue
hubs were created central to
MARKKETS THE
lunch at the Fraser Grill in
recovery. This is a significant
harvest operations on private
benefit for forest growers.”
BIGGEST WAY OF Goomboorian.
agricultural land, which
STARTING A
“Larger wood debris
Onsite at a typical southern provides rental income for the
presents a range of
pine clearfall site in Tuan
BUSINESS
challenges for reForest, the group had the
Cont P 16
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www.forestfit.com.au

Successful pilots
influence the
future of industry
practices

Advantages for business owners,
leaders and emerging leaders

Creating efficiencies and easing audit
burden for everyone

The benefits identified by pilot participants
included:
Targeted to decision makers
Contextualised for forest industry
Applicability to all business sizes
Transferrable to daily operations.

Certified businesses create confidence that
they are consistently working to:
A set of industry led national standards
Improving work practices and
performance
Reducing overall management costs.
Lowering compliance costs.

Scheduled for national rollout mid 2022,
the training program will:
Promote continual professional
development
Increase business competency,
operational compliance and risk
management.
Provide support for businesses to
successfully complete certification.

A leading practice Resource Centre is
supporting businesses in achieving
certification. Feedback from the pilot will
influence the final certification standards
and process for national rollout.
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REFLECTIONS

Walking in footsteps of a forestry giant

Edward Harold Fulcher Swain created a uniquely Australian forestry
model … a profitable decentralised agricultural industry in perpetuity
GARY BACON
AS a one-eyed Queenslander,
and proud of the affliction, I
can heartily voice the opinion
that the icon Man of Forestry
in the photon state was in fact
a New South Welshman …
one Edward Harold Fulcher
Swain (1883-1970).
To the uninitiated, the uplift
story of the self-made forest
silviculturist, economist,
philosopher, and leader of
Forest Service(s) can be found
scattered through the annals
of Australian forestry history
with a summary at adb.anu.
edu.au/biography/swainedward-harold-8723.
Let me add the unbiased
words of my esteemed
West Australian forester
colleague Roger Underwood
AM, that Swain “was the
first Australian leader to
purposefully break away from
the European … to create a
uniquely Australian forestry
model”.
On any metric of
assessment he succeed
via senior roles within two
jurisdictions – the Queensland
Forest Service (1916-32)
and the NSW Forestry
Commission (1935- 48). He
took to heart the economic
model espoused by the
fledging US Forest Service
and envisaged forestry as
a profitable decentralised
agricultural industry in
perpetuity.
Swain embraced new sylvan
and forest product technology,
economic management,
regional community prosperity
and a conviction of the need
for the mutual understanding
and cooperation of foresters,
sawmillers and timber
merchants. This agri12

Kerrie Catchpoole, senior project officer, DAF, wonders at the amazing hoop pines planted by E.H.F. Swaim in 1926.

continuum of growing,
harvesting, processing and
utilising a renewable natural
resource prompted his fervent
sponsorship of equitable
stumpage/royalty systems,
and led him to found the
Eastern States (Australian)
Timber Industry Stabilisation
ESTIS (which later became
AUSTIS) conferences and
setting up the first state forest
product research centres.
The California bungalowstyle home which Swain
built on Chelmer acreage on
the banks of the Brisbane
River in 1920 when he was
the Queensland Director
of Forests reflected his
obsession with exploring the
potential of local timbers,
at that time underutilised in
construction and wantonly
felled to waste.
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He used rosewood and
eucalypts and some scrub
woods to advantage including
the well-tried hoop and kauri
pines. Swain also surrounded
the house with extensive
plantings of native and exotic
trees.

HE USED
ROSEWOOD,
HOOP AND
EUCALYPTS TO
ADVANTAGE
When I first visited Swain
House some 25 years back in
the company of his resident
daughter Mrs Nancy Foote it
was the magnificence of the
‘perfumed gardens’ which
was the real allure of multiple
returns. Nancy passionately
highlighted her father’s unique

contributions to Australian
and Ethiopian (1951-55)
forestry and ensured that
his voluminous writings and
memorabilia were deposited
in various libraries.
Thus the trek last week
to the remnant stands of
Swain’s planted forest was
expectant of nostalgia and a
tinge of concern. The latter
at what might be new at
Laurel Avenue since the
split of the original 1.5 acres
into three blocks with new
houses adjacent to the original
Queensland Heritage Register
lister.
No disappointments! A
superb morning ensued in the
footsteps and omnipresence
of Swain. In particular, the
hoop pine plantation he
Cont P 14

2021 AND THE YEAR AHEAD

A POWERFUL LEGACY
A BOLD VISION
TREATED TIMBER

Wood
Protection
Contact us to learn more:

Australia: 1300 650 636

arxadawoodprotection.com/apac

New Zealand: 0800 826 254

tanalised-information.oceania@arxada.com
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TIMBER MARKETS ONLINE

Shortages and renovations boom send online
searches for low-cost timber soaring in Aust.
THE boom in home
renovations accompanied
by supply chain shortages
last year has left people
scrambling to get their hands
on affordable timber, new
data has revealed.
Online searches in Australia
for low-cost timber’ and
related terms were up by
more than 40% during some
periods in 2021, compared to
2019, the last full year before
the pandemic.
Lockdown projects fuelled
searches for ‘cheap timber’
which peaked in August
last year – a rise of 41.9%
compared to the same period
in 2019, before the Covid-19
pandemic.
This continued into the
next month as searches
jumped by 31.7% compared
to September 2019, research
from industry builders’
merchant software specialist
ECI has found.
There were already signs
of surging demand during the
From P 12

had planted by 1926 covers
the back slope of the three
contiguous house blocks and
is now accessible on mown
lawn sans the previous dense
cover of lantana and tobacco
weeds.
Swain was a gifted
communicator with command
of the English language
rarely seen before or since in
forestry circles. His books on
the native flora, climate and

PERFUMED GARDENS
THE REAL ALLURE
OF MULTIPLE
RETURNS
14

previous summer,
with searches also
up during the first
quarter of 2021,
with January (up
34.4%), February
(up 33.9%), and
March (up 22.6%),
when compared to
2019.
Andy Scothern,
eCommonSense
founder at ECI,
said: “Anyone
who works in
construction
knows how
difficult it’s been to
source timber at a
reasonable price,
and these figures
3
showcase these
struggles across
Australia over the past few
months.”
Mr Scothern said the
industry had come under
immense pressure, not just
from a recent building boom
across Australia but also
supply chain disruption and
landforms are both
reference texts
and Shakespearian
in delivery.
Unsurprisingly, he
wrote poetry and
germane to the
visit just described
he penned in 1966
a poem, ‘I Grew a
Forest’. Here is one
stanza:

power as the
bigger players,” Mr
Scothern said.

1

1/ Online searches
in Australia for
low-cost timber
were up by more
than 40% during
2021.
2/ Andy
Scothern…
industry is under
immense pressure

uncertainty, including driver
shortages.
“Of course, managing
customer expectations is
always going to be a struggle
for smaller timber and
builders’ merchants who
don’t have the same buying

“Low availability
and price inflation
may have led
even their loyal
customers to
widen their
search, which
might explain why
volumes increased
so dramatically.”

ECI also found that
searches for ‘cheap timber’
dropped by around 64% in
October 2021 compared to
the peaks of March and April.
By November 2021, searches
for ‘cheap timber’ and ‘cheap
wood’ were no different to
what they’d been for the
same month in 2019.
Mrf Scothern added:
“Thankfully, it looks like we
will see more stability in
2022 but we’ve seen just
how quickly the market can
change, so businesses must
prepare for anything.”
I think the copse
photo on page 12
captures the sylvan
scene. With the help
of colleagues Kerrie
Catchpoole and John
Huth we measured
the best of the pines,
viz. hoop (Araucaria
cunninghamii) 71 cm
dbh and 34 m tall; kauri
(Agathis robusta) 60
cm dbh and 32 m tall.

I sowed this
forest in my
• Dr Gary Bacon AM
backyard/And
BSc (For), PhD, FIFA,
solid earth gave
was a former CEO of
birth, amassing/
Queensland Forestry.
New upthrusting
In 2000, he was
Iconic Man of Forestry… Edward Harold Fulcher Swain
solidities/Of
awarded the Institute of
(1883-1970).
Hoop and Kauri
Foresters of Australia’s
Sheerly for the utmost zenith/
boles a-serried:/
highest accolade, the
Of the axe-blue empyrean.
Brobdignagian arrows aiming/
N W Jolly medal.
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OPINION

I N T R O D U C I N G T H E T I G E R C AT

The new Tigercat H-series skidders
have arrived.
Redesigned cab, easy serviceability and superior
productivity. Experience the H-series for yourself.
Contact Onetrak today to find out more.

220° Turnaround® seat with full drive controls
20% more cab space
19% more window area
Adjustable, heavy-duty air ride seat
Climate controlled cup holder
Dedicated storage locations
Completely redesigned HVAC system
Reinforced engine enclosure doors
High-capacity dual cylinder grapples
Full tractive effort at any engine speed

C A B S PA C E

WINDOW AREA
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FOREST INDUSTRY ACTIVITY

From P 10

farmers. Up to two
or three different
products are
produced at the
hubs, depending
on customer
specifications.
The year before
work started
with HQP, Tony
Miller, operations
manager, GMT
Forest Services,
Taking in the technology at Altus Renewables, Tuan, are Tony Miller, Kerry Fullarton, Jim Burgess, Kyla Taylor, Simon
Shackleton, Tim McDonnell, Paul Walford, Adan Taylor, David Menzies, Dave Knight (site manager), Brian Daubney, Roger Brent,
and his team
and Mick Stephens.
were busy testing
how to produce
the products customers
needed as well as ensuring
projections for residue
availability and markets had
long-term viability.
“Like any business you
cannot just work off a plan on
paper without testing it first,”
says Mr Taylor.
“We used a local arborist’s
chipper for initial research and
testing, as well as conducting
trials onsite at a sawmill so
we could really understand
the needs of potential
customers. Understanding
customer needs required
the skills of someone like
Tony with over 10 years’
experience in residues.”
When the research,
residue availability estimates
and supply chain analysis
was complete with various
options considered it was
time to secure customers.
Mr Miller said establishing
markets was the biggest
challenge of starting the
business. Altus Renewables
obviously believed that GMT
could and would deliver,

JOHN DEERE
PROVIDED
AN INSIGHT
INTO NEW
TECHNOLOGY
16

1

2

1/ Time for a break at the Fraser Grill at the AFCA field day.
2/ Fibre optimisation and concentrates harvest residue for collection create a win-win for industry across the
entire value chain.

and backed their tender bid
submitted to HQP.
From plantation to
processor, the group moved
next to the Tuan plant of
Altus Renewables where
David Knight, site manager,
provided an end-to-end
tour of the fibre processing
facility.
Walking by chip piles,
conveyor belts and the
specialised equipment Mr
Knight explained how the
plant produces 125,000
metric tonnes of densified
fuel pellets annually to be
sold into a combination of
domestic and export markets.
Everyone capped off the
day with dinner and drinks
co-sponsored by ForestFit
and John Deere. Quarantining
with a family member was
not where Carlie Porteous,
AFCA general manager,
had expected to be when
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planning the field day.
However, with the help of
technology, guests who had
yet to meet the new GM
at least had the pleasure
of meeting her through
Zoom where Ms Porteous
welcomed participants and
toasted a great day.

forest contracting businesses
for 20 years and it is the
continuous support of our
sponsors, like John Deere,
that ensure we can continue
to be a national voice in the
industry for our members,”
Carlie Porteous said.

Ongoing investment and
innovations in the industry
were the focus of the field
day and Simon Shackleton,
general manager, sales
and marketing, John Deere
Forestry provided some great
insight into the technology
his company is developing to
meet industry needs.

AFCA’s regional focus on
innovation and diversification
opportunities for forest
contracting businesses
continues next week with a
tour of the ARTEC chipping
and port facility in Bell Bay,
Tasmania. This also coincides
with the first AFCA board
meeting of 2022 in Bell Bay
and a members’ dinner in
Launceston.

Mr Shackleton
acknowledged that a strong
and viable industry is
beneficial for John Deere
and that is also why
they support member
organisations such as AFCA.
“AFCA has been supporting

On the cover. AFCA field day
participant inspect the fibre
processing facility at the Tuan
plant of Altus Renewables,
located at Hyne Timber’s sawmill
near Maryborough.

CELEBRATION

Female forest scientists bring opportunities and
new solutions to the environment and business
THE peak organisation
representing some 1000
professional and scientific
forest land managers in
Australia is urging women
and girls to embrace the
opportunities available in the
sector.

Corporation NSW, said
females had played a critical
role in the management of our
forests throughout history.
“Women were traditional
care givers of our forests for
many thousands of years. As
we encourage more women
into roles to care for the
land, we help to restore the
traditional balance of looking
after the land while it provides
for us,” Kathy said.

As part of International Day
of Women and Girls in Science
(February 11) Forestry Australia
is celebrating the work of its
female scientists.
Vice-president Dr Michelle
Freeman said the forest
sector provided women with
a wonderful opportunity for a
science career in the natural
environment.
“Forestry is such an exciting
sector to work in because
it requires creative thinking
to bridge science with
community values, innovation
with communication and
technology with nature,” Dr
Freeman said.
“I couldn’t be prouder
to be part of this scientific
community that is genuinely
passionate about the art
and science of ensuring the
sustainability of our forests.”
Dr Freeman said by using
their scientific expertise in
our forests, women were
providing innovative and

Kathy Lyons … women have played a critical role in the management of
our forests throughout history.

creative solutions.
“We want to encourage the
next generation of women to
engage in STEM subjects and
embrace the opportunities
that science has for them,” Dr
Freeman said.
“Female scientists are at
the forefront of helping to
solve problems around climate
change, renewables and
carbon capture.”
Tegan Brown is a PhD
candidate with Forest
Hydrology Research Group at
the University of Melbourne.
She says working in forest
science was both challenging
and rewarding.
“Women make great

scientists, land managers and
leaders, bringing diverse skills
and lived experiences to their
work,” Tegan said.
“Sustainably managing
forests for all people and
values in a changing world
is a huge task and is such
a rewarding sector to work
in when you can make a
difference.”
Kathy Lyons, forest scientist
and senior manager forest
stewardship with Forestry

BRIDGING
SCIENCE WITH
COMMUNITY
VALUES

Postdoctoral fellow at
Australian National University
School of Regulation and
Global Governance, Depi
Susilawati, said she was
immensely proud her
studies have contributed to
improving timber legality and
sustainability.
“I am proud to be able to
contribute to improving timber
legality and sustainability in
the Asia Pacific wood value
chains,” Depi said.
“This work ensures
that timber sourced from
sustainably-managed forests is
legally harvested, transported,
processed, and exported to
international markets.
"Working as a female
researcher in this area can
be very challenging, but also
exciting at the same time.”
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